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The Ancient Roman City 1988-05
a synthesis of recent work in archaeology and social history drawing on physical literary and
documentary sources

Sarapis under the Early Ptolemies 2015-08-24
preliminary material introduction the hellenistic iconography of sarapis sarapis and pluto
sarapis and osiris sarapis and dionysus sarapis and the apis bull sarapis and apis the king
sarapis and asclepius later hellenistic identifications conclusion plates i iv

Sources for the Study of Greek Religion, Corrected Edition
2012-06-10
since its initial publication in 1979 sources for the study of greek religion has become an
essential classroom resource in the field of classical studies the society of biblical literature
is pleased to present a corrected edition in a new attractive and electronic friendly format with
hopes that it will inspire a new generation of classicists and religious historians

The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, Including the Demotic
Spells, Volume 1 1986
the greek magical papyri is a collection of magical spells and formulas hymns and rituals from
greco roman egypt dating from the second century b c to the fifth century a d containing a fresh
translation of the greek papyri as well as coptic and demotic texts this new translation has been
brought up to date and is now the most comprehensive collection of this literature and the first
ever in english the greek magical papyri in transition is an invaluable resource for scholars in
a wide variety of fields from the history of religions to the classical languages and literatures
and it will fascinate those with a general interest in the occult and the history of magic one of
the major achievements of classical and related scholarship over the last decade ioan p culianu
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journal for the study of judaism the enormous value of this new volume lies in the fact that
these texts will now be available to a much wider audience of readers including historians or
religion anthropologists and psychologists john g gager journal of religion this book shows care
skill and zest any worker in the field will welcome this sterling performance peter parsons times
literary supplement

The New Testament in Its Social Environment 1986-01-01
reviews the history of the near east

Backgrounds of Early Christianity 2003
new to this expanded updated edition are revisions of ferguson s original material updated
bibliographies a fresh dicussion of first century social life the dead sea scrolls much else

The Greco-Roman World of the New Testament Era 1999-10-07
james s jeffers provides an informative tour of the various facets of the roman world class and
status family and community work and leisure religion and organization city and country law and
government death and taxes and the events of roman history

Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United
States Naval Reserve 1953
craig keener is known for his meticulous work on new testament backgrounds but especially his
detailed work on the book of acts now for the first time in book form cascade presents his key
essays on acts with special focus on historical questions and matters related to god s spirit
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History of Trumbull and Mahoning Counties 1882
why did egyptian cults especially those dedicated to the goddess isis and god sarapis spread so
successfully across the ancient mediterranean after the death of alexander the great how are we
limited by the established methodological apparatus of historiography and which innovative
methods from other disciplines can overcome these limits in this book tomáš glomb shows that
while the interplay of different factors such as the economy climate and politics created
favorable conditions for the early spread of the isiac cults the use of innovative quantitative
methods can shed new light and help disentangle the complex interplay of individual factors using
a combination of geospatial modeling mathematical modeling and network analysis glomb determines
that at least in the regions of the hellenistic aegean and western asia minor the political
channels created by the ptolemaic dynasty were a dominant force in the local spread of the isiac
cults an important contribution to the historiography of the ancient mediterranean this book
answers the specific question of how it happened as well as how can we answer it beyond the
limits of the established methodological apparatus in historiography

Between History and Spirit 2020-03-23
this volume addresses many of the questions surrounding paul and his social relations including
how to define and analyze such relations their relationship to paul s historical and social
context how paul related to numerous friends and foes and the implications for understanding paul
s letters as well as his theology

The Roster of Union Soldiers, 1861-1865 1999
this is the first comprehensive study of the reception of classical architecture in different
regions of the world exploring the impact of colonialism trade slavery religious missions
political ideology and intellectual artistic exchange the authors demonstrate how classical
principles and ideas were disseminated and received across the globe by addressing a number of
contentious or unresolved issues highlighted in some historical surveys of architecture the
chapters presented in this volume question long held assumptions about the notion of a
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universally accepted classical tradition and its broadly euro centric perspective featuring
thirty two chapters written by international scholars from china europe turkey north america
mexico australia and new zealand the book is divided into four sections 1 transmission and re
conceptualisation of classical architecture 2 classical influence through colonialism political
ideology and religious conversion 3 historiographical surveys of geographical regions and 4
visual and textual discourses this fourfold arrangement of chapters provides a coherent structure
to accommodate different perspectives of classical reception across the world and their
geographical ethnographic ideological symbolic social and cultural contexts essays cover a wide
geography and include studies in italy france england scotland the nordic countries greece
austria portugal romania germany poland india singapore china the usa mexico brazil new zealand
and australia other essays in the volume focus on thematic issues or topics pertaining to
classical architecture such as ornament spolia humanism nature moderation decorum heresy and
taste an essential reference guide the routledge handbook on the reception of classical
architecture makes a major contribution to the study of architectural history in a new global
context

Connecting the Isiac Cults 2022-11-03
leading physicians and scientists from around the world critically examine the pharmacological
and molecular basis of the therapeutic properties of marihuana and its active ingredient thc they
detail the broad array of marihuana s effects on brain function the immune system male and female
reproductive functions and cardiac and pulmonary functions as well as evaluate its clinical
applications in psychiatry glaucoma pain management cancer chemotherapy and aids treatment their
studies indicate that marihuana persistently impairs the brain and reproductive function and that
marihuana smoke is more toxic and damaging to the lung than tobacco smoke marihuana and medicine
s reports of the latest findings on the pharmacological and molecular mechanisms of marihuana and
of its clinical manifestations will be essential reading for physicians psychiatrists
pharmacologists health care professionals policy makers public health officials and attorneys
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Paul and His Social Relations 2012-11-13
on february 5 2000 the institute of mennonite studies held a conference at associated mennonite
biblical seminary entitled without spot or wrinkle reflecting theologically on the nature of the
church this conference gave attention to ecclesiology in direct response to challenges that
mennonite church bodies in canada and the united states have been facing in recent times the
phrase without spot or wrinkle comes from ephesians 5 27 a text addressing relationships between
husbands and wives within the christian household historically it has also come to symbolize what
mennonites have sometimes believed about the nature of the church anabaptists and mennonites who
came after them have often maintained that the true church is a gathering of reborn and
spiritually regenerated christians called to be a community free from moral failure at present
however some mennonites are questioning elements of this conceptual legacy and in light of
personal failings and hurtful church schisms are expressing doubts about its practical adequacy
and theological tenability the essays in this book do not provide a unified argument what the
authors have in common is concern for the church and commitment to faithfulness readers are
invited to reflect on the issues and make their own assessments

The Routledge Handbook on the Reception of Classical Architecture
2019-11-01
a fresh look at early urban churches this collection of essays examines the urban context of
early christian churches in the first century roman world a city by city investigation of the
early churches in the new testament clarifies the challenges threats and opportunities that urban
living provided for early christians readers will come away with a better understanding of how
scholars assemble an accurate picture of the cities in which the first christians flourished
features analysis of urban evidence of the inscriptions papyri archaeological remains coins and
iconography discussion of how to use different types of evidence responsibly outline of what
constitutes proper methodological use for establishing a nuanced informed portrait of ancient
urban life
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Marihuana and Medicine 1999-04-05
through a close and informative reading of seven key texts in acts kauppi analyses the
appearances of graeco roman religion offering evidence of practices including divination and
oracles ruler cult and civic foundation myth foreign but familiar gods then uses a combination of
these scriptural texts and other contemporary evidence including archaeological and literary
material to suggest that one of luke s subsidiary themes is to contrast graeco roman and
christian religious conceptualizations and practices

Without Spot or Wrinkle 2015-06-18
highly respected new testament scholar craig keener is known for his meticulous and comprehensive
research this commentary on acts his magnum opus may be the largest and most thoroughly
documented acts commentary available useful not only for the study of acts but also early
christianity this work sets acts in its first century context in this volume the third of four
keener continues his detailed exegesis of acts utilizing an unparalleled range of ancient sources
and offering a wealth of fresh insights this magisterial commentary will be an invaluable
resource for new testament professors and students pastors acts scholars and libraries

The First Urban Churches 1 2015-09-29
highly respected new testament scholar craig keener is known for his meticulous and comprehensive
research this commentary on acts his magnum opus may be the largest and most thoroughly
documented acts commentary ever written useful not only for the study of acts but also early
christianity this work sets acts in its first century context in this volume the last of four
keener finishes his detailed exegesis of acts utilizing an unparalleled range of ancient sources
and offering a wealth of fresh insights this magisterial commentary will be an invaluable
resource for new testament professors and students pastors acts scholars and libraries the
complete four volume set is available at a special price
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Foreign but Familiar Gods 2006-08-24
leading new testament scholar craig keener is widely respected for his thorough research sound
judgments and knowledge of ancient sources his four volume magnum opus on acts has received high
praise from all quarters this commentary on paul s letter to the galatians features keener s
meticulous and comprehensive research and offers a wealth of fresh insights it will benefit
students pastors and church leaders alike

Acts: An Exegetical Commentary : Volume 3 2014-09-30
in this beautifully illustrated and closely argued book a completely updated and much expanded
third edition of his magisterial survey curl describes in lively and stimulating prose the
numerous revivals of the egyptian style from antiquity to the present day drawing on a wealth of
sources his pioneering and definitive work analyzes the remarkable and persistent influence of
ancient egyptian culture on the west the author deftly develops his argument that the
civilization of ancient egypt is central rather than peripheral to the development of much of
western architecture art design and religion curl examines the persistence of egyptian motifs in
design from graeco roman antiquity through the medieval baroque and neo classical periods rise of
egyptology in the nineteenth and twentieth century manifestations of egyptianisms prompted by the
discovery of tutankhamun s tomb various aspects of egyptianizing tendencies in the art deco style
and afterwards for students of art architectural and ancient history and those interested in
western european culture generally this book will be an inspiring and invaluable addition to the
available literature

Acts: An Exegetical Commentary : Volume 4 2015-10-06
here there be dragons this notation was often made on ancient maps to indicate the edges of the
known world and what lay beyond heroes who ventured there were only as great as the beasts they
encountered this encyclopedia contains more than 2 200 monsters of myth and folklore who both
made life difficult for humans and fought by their side entries describe the appearance behavior
and cultural origin of mythic creatures well known and obscure collected from traditions around
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the world

Galatians 2019-05-21
the niv application commentary helps you communicate and apply biblical text effectively in today
s context faith and action that inseparable link is a golden thread running through acts in 2 000
years one thing hasn t changed god s heart for lost people as long as he acts on their behalf he
will call us to play an integral part in his deeds acts lifts us up out of the armchair and spurs
us to kingdom action trusting that god will be with us ajith fernando shares perspectives on the
book of acts that reveal its enduring relevance for our twenty first century lives to bring the
ancient messages of the bible into today s context each passage is treated in three sections
original meaning concise exegesis to help readers understand the original meaning of the biblical
text in its historical literary and cultural context bridging contexts a bridge between the world
of the bible and the world of today built by discerning what is timeless in the timely pages of
the bible contemporary significance this section identifies comparable situations to those faced
in the bible and explores relevant application of the biblical messages the author alerts the
readers of problems they may encounter when seeking to apply the passage and helps them think
through the issues involved this unique award winning commentary is the ideal resource for today
s preachers teachers and serious students of the bible giving them the tools ideas and insights
they need to communicate god s word with the same powerful impact it had when it was first
written

The Roster of Union Soldiers, 1861 to 1865: Ohio M552-103 1999
a choice magazine outstanding academic title the first such dictionary since that of platner and
ashby in 1929 a new topographical dictionary of ancient rome defines and describes the known
buildings and monuments as well as the geographical and topographical features of ancient rome it
provides a concise history of each with measurements dates and citations of significant ancient
and modern sources
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The Egyptian Revival 2013-04-03
eating and drinking are essential to life and therefore of great interest to the historian as
well as having a real fascination in their own right both activities are an integral part of the
both social and economic history yet food and drink especially in the middle ages have received
less than their proper share of attention the essays in this volume approach their subject from a
variety of angles from the reality of starvation and the reliance on fast food of those without
cooking facilities to the consumption of an english lady s household and the career of a cook in
the french royal household

Encyclopedia of Beasts and Monsters in Myth, Legend and Folklore
2016-04-25
through an interdisciplinary approach this book explores premodern modern and postmodern moral
perspectives to identify the problems and challenges facing moral thinking in the 1990 s and
beyond this book introduces and clarifies these various moral viewpoints through a multi faceted
discussion which examines morals from philosophical social and psychological perspectives the
primary focus of wanderings centers on what educated and common people have thought and said
about what is good and bad in premodern modern and postmodern spheres of thought in this spirit
the moral views of ancient egypt ancient israel certain greek philosophers as well as several
modern philosophical and postmodern ethical attitudes are discussed from the modern tradition the
book describes key thinkers in connection with egoism utilitarianism relativism and absolutism
issues of difference diversity power empowerment otherness and domination are just some of the
issues examined in relation to postmodern moral attitudes along with moral viewpoints the book
also examines how our value systems have developed and continue to develop

Acts 2010-12-21
originally published grand rapids mich zondervan publishing house c1991
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A New Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome 1992-10
jesus christ is arguably the most famous man who ever lived his image adorns countless churches
icons and paintings he is the subject of millions of statues sculptures devotional objects and
works of art everyone can conjure an image of jesus usually as a handsome white man with flowing
locks and pristine linen robes but what did jesus really look like is our popular image of jesus
overly westernized and untrue to historical reality this question continues to fascinate leading
christian origins scholar joan e taylor surveys the historical evidence and the prevalent image
of jesus in art and culture to suggest an entirely different vision of this most famous of men he
may even have had short hair

Food and Eating in Medieval Europe 1998-07-01
perhaps no other group of people has been as much formed by biblical texts and tropes as african
americans from literature and the arts to popular culture and everyday life the bible courses
through black society and culture like blood through veins despite the enormous recent interest
in african american religion relatively little attention has been paid to the diversity of ways
in which african americans have utilized the bible african americans and the bible is the fruit
of a four year collaborative research project directed by vincent l wimbush and funded by the
lilly endowment it brings together scholars and experts sixty eight in all from a wide range of
academic and artistic fields and disciplines including ethnography cultural history and biblical
studies as well as art music film dance drama and literature the focus is on the interaction
between the people known as african americans and that complex of visions rhetorics and
ideologies known as the bible as such the book is less about the meaning s of the bible than
about the bible and meaning s less about the world s of the bible than about how worlds and the
bible interact in short about how a text constructs a people and a people constructs a text it is
about a particular sociocultural formation but also about the dynamics that obtain in the
interrelation between any group of people and sacred texts in general thus african americans and
the bible provides an exemplum of sociocultural formation and a critical lens through which the
process of sociocultural formation can be viewed
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Wanderings 1996
the niv application commentary helps you communicate and apply biblical text effectively in today
s context what can we know about the book of revelation what should we make of its visions of
apocalyptic horsemen horns with faces flying angels and fantastic beasts most important what
meaning does it hold for us here and now and how can we apply it to our lives craig s keener
shares perspectives on revelation and helps us strengthen our hope in the future while living out
our faith wisely in the present to bring the ancient messages of the bible into today s context
each passage is treated in three sections original meaning concise exegesis to help readers
understand the original meaning of the biblical text in its historical literary and cultural
context bridging contexts a bridge between the world of the bible and the world of today built by
discerning what is timeless in the timely pages of the bible contemporary significance this
section identifies comparable situations to those faced in the bible and explores relevant
application of the biblical messages the author alerts the readers of problems they may encounter
when seeking to apply the passage and helps them think through the issues involved this unique
award winning commentary is the ideal resource for today s preachers teachers and serious
students of the bible giving them the tools ideas and insights they need to communicate god s
word with the same powerful impact it had when it was first written

Religious Traditions of the World 1999-03-10
corrington examines the image of the savior and the experience of salvation two concepts that are
inextricably entwined the author asserts that christianity set aside female images of salvation
by emphasizing the maleness of jesus she draws on solid knowledge of jewish and classical greek
sources to show that the image of god could be seen as both male and female

What Did Jesus Look Like? 2018-02-08
this book advances the interpretation of 1 corinthians by exploring the ways the apostle paul
quoted or echoed jewish scriptures more indirectly in his letter identification of allusions are
brought to the fore as are questions of the texture of paul s theology and his understanding of
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scripture important topics in 1 corinthians addressed here include paul s use of the law
monotheism christology wisdom and mystery language punishment of the incestuous man baptism for
the dead eschatology and resurrection

A Preliminary Catalogue of Sarapis Monuments 1973
who was paul what did he do what did he write walter f taylor sets out to bring together a wealth
of contemporary perspectives in a clear and accessible synthesis bringing to bear on his subject
the best of recent social scientific and cultural anthropological thinking on paul an appendix
presents a clear summary of issues related to paul s thought on gender and sexuality

African Americans and the Bible 2012-09-01
hcsb harmony of the gospels is a standard four column synchronized reading of the gospels based
on the work of john a broadus and a t robertson in addition to the harmony itself articles are
included to address issues that arise when one compares the four gospels and seeks to give a
harmonized account of the life and teachings of jesus designed for pastors lay bible teachers
professors and students this edition also features eight four color maps that illuminate christ s
life and ministry plus the full text of the four gospels from the holman christian standard bible
translation

Revelation 2009-09-13
in antikythera mechanism the story behind the genius of the greek computer and its demise
evaggelos vallianatos historian and ecopolitical theorist shows that after the conquest of persia
by alexander the great in the late fourth century bce the greeks especially in egypt reached
unprecedented heights of achievements in science technology and civilization the antikythera
mechanism an astronomical computer probably crafted in rhodes in the second century bce was proof
of that prowess it s the grandfather of our computers greek sponge divers discovered the
antikythera mechanism in 1900 on a 2 100 year old roman era shipwreck the hand powered device
reveals a sophisticated greek technology previously unknown to scholars and historians not seen
and understood again until the twentieth and twenty first centuries the book not only describes
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how the sophisticated political and technological infrastructure of the greeks after alexander
the great resulted in the antikythera celestial computer and the bedrock of science and
technology we know today but also how the influence of christianity on greek civilization
destroyed the nascent computer age of ancient greece vallianatos born in greece and educated in
america is a historian author and journalist he is a passionate champion of greek culture and a
well suited guide to this historical account vallianatos explains how and why greek scientists
employed advanced engineering in translating the beautiful conception of the antikythera
mechanism into an astronomical computer of genius a bronze geared device of mathematical
astronomy predicting the eclipses of the sun and the moon calculating the risings and settings of
important stars and constellations and the movements of the planets around the sun while
mechanizing the predictions of scientific theories the computer s accurate calendar connected
these cosmic phenomena to the olympics and other major panhellenic religious and athletic
celebrations bringing the greeks closer to their gods traditions and the cosmos

House documents 1894
revision of the author s thesis ph d university of durham england 2011

Her Image of Salvation 1992-01-01

Scripture, Texts, and Tracings in 1 Corinthians 2019-07-17

Paul, Apostle to the Nations 2012

HCSB Harmony of the Gospels 2007-02-01
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The Antikythera Mechanism 2021-10-01

Individual and Community in Paul's Letter to the Romans 2012
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